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Hello
I’m Kara Stanford, an award-winning Strategic
Marketing Consultant, Teacher and Mentor. I help
SMEs improve their marketing so it delivers results.
I work with ambitious, growing businesses who
want to ensure that marketing is being used to
deliver long-term success.
I am also a Chartered Marketer and a tutor with
the Oxford College of Marketing, helping career
marketers study for their Chartered Institute of
Marketing professional qualifications.

Kara

Clients include:

BUTSER

ANCIENT FARM

%
100
of clients surveyed said:

they were ‘very’ satisfied
with Kara’s work

they were ‘very’ likely to
recommend KMS Marketing

the positive impact
Kara had had on their
business was ‘very high’.

Chloe Jay, Partner

CASE STUDY

Product: Strategic Consultancy

Shentons Solicitors & Mediators
“With a history going back 200 years, we realised that our website,
branding and how we described ourselves no longer represented
the modern law firm we’d become. It also wasn’t reflecting the
quality of the legal advice we offer, or the caring approach we
take towards our clients.”
“I’m a full-time practising lawyer and senior
partner trying to cover marketing without any
marketing training. I needed to get an expert
in with Kara’s experience– not just for me– but
to get the whole firm united and on board with
marketing and what it could do for us.
Kara recommended a phased approach that
included workshops, meetings and putting in
place a structured 12 month marketing plan.
We began with Kara leading a partners’ only
workshop where we really got back to basics
about what we wanted to do and who we wanted
to work with. One of the best things that came
out of this was the clarity this gave us. That was
very empowering for all of us and a very useful
process to reflect on.
When we had worked out our proposition and
what we wanted to be in the market, we then
rolled out a second set of workshops including
all the support staff and accounts and reception
teams. Everyone felt included in the process and
that their views were being considered.
At the same time, Kara project managed the
website re-structure and advised on the branding
re-fresh– which was based on the outputs from
the workshops and earlier thinking. As such, there
was a solid rationale for each action, eliminating
any guesswork.
Kara had a clear list of what we needed to do,
what writing was needed and by when – she
came up with a plan and kept us on track. I had
no idea of just how much content you need to
think about – it would have been a nightmare
doing it without her.

The results are clear. Outwardly, the brand and
website was refreshed and immediately we could
attribute several new client wins to that. Once the
website went live, within a week we’d had direct
feedback that clients had chosen us because of
the new website.
Internally, the new marketing process and strategy
gave the firm a big lift. We have a look and feel
which reflects the quality of our talented and
skilled staff members.
We also had a Marketing Plan to follow, and
have kept developing it, which has brought a
new concentration to our marketing activities.
I also identified a member of staff who was
developed with a Marketing Apprenticeship
course, which they successfully completed.
They are now our first dedicated Marketing
Assistant. They work with me to set and deliver
the Marketing Plan.
Reflecting on the whole process, I feel the firm
is more marketing focused and is far more in
tune with our ideal clients and, using a more
contemporary tone of voice, our clients can
now better relate to us.”

The clarity of Kara’s
approach was very
empowering for all
of us and a very useful
process to reflect on
CHLOE JAY, PARTNER
SHENTONS SOLICITORS & MEDIATORS

Philip Gaudoin, Managing Director

CASE STUDY

Service: Strategic Marketing Consultancy

Metametrics
“We followed a sales-led strategy for 2 years, trying to identify
and connect with potential clients directly, but struggled to
gain any traction. But when someone we met at a conference
in 2018– an expert in our area– had never heard of us, we
knew we might have a problem with awareness!”

“Therefore, we decided we needed to take a step back
and look at the whole of our approach to marketing –
what we were doing and why.
I’d been made aware of Kara Stanford through an
associate who had recommended her services.
On meeting Kara, I liked her immediately. This space is
full of people offering silver bullets, ‘3 things you must
do’ and so on for instant success. That, or it’s full of fluff.
I liked Kara’s robust, down-to-earth, marketing-as-aprocess approach. She was personable, lively, interested
and engaged from the start.
Kara started with an audit of our pipeline (such as it
was!) and our marketing efforts, past and present, to
diagnose where the priority gaps were.
She led us through a challenging process of thinking
hard about, and finding a way to articulate, our ideal
client, helping us create a clear picture of the people
we are trying to reach.

Kara then developed a top-to-tail marketing programme
around this. She challenged and encouraged us gently
out of our comfort zones to try new marketing tactics.
She also knows everyone, and was able to introduce
us to the people we needed to talk with to help us
execute our plan.
Kara’s very savvy.
She’s a believer in marketing, but marketing done in
the right way– a process, rather than fluff. The discipline
she’s brought to the business has helped enormously.
18 months ago we were doing nothing. Now we’re doing
marketing in a consistent way, and it’s getting us noticed.
Kara didn’t avoid the need for hard work, engagement,
discipline and commitment, which is an uncomfortable
truth, but one we needed to hear. Our experience with
her has made us sit up and take it seriously, rather than
fiddling around the edges as we were before.”

Kara’s very savvy.
She’s a believer in marketing,
but marketing done in the
right way – a process, rather
than fluff. The discipline
she’s brought to the business
has helped enormously.
18 months ago we were
doing nothing. Now we’re
doing marketing in a
consistent way, and it’s
getting us noticed.
PHILIP GAUDOIN, MANAGING DIRECTOR
METAMETRICS

Sam Worthy, CEO and founder
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Service: Strategic Marketing Consultancy

Tailwise
“While I’d successfully developed
and tested an Alpha Product and
business model over 2019, with the
polished product due summer 2020,
it was time to launch then scale up.”
“Tailwise had been doing some good marketing and
PR but it was ad-hoc and not to a marketing plan.
That needed to change. I also have investors to
answer to; I had to show them that we had a
‘Launch and beyond’ plan to provide key metrics
like the Customer Acquisition Cost.
Kara was recommended to me by a trusted business
advisor, Matt Mower, to help me assess and structure
my marketing rather than just put together a load of
ad-hoc marketing campaigns.
Kara helped me and my growing team:
• Clearly articulate our desired market positioning so
we could build a complete brand which reflected that.
• Develop in depth customer segment profiles, based
on our existing customer personas; this allowed us to
really understand the marketing messages needed for
each segment and determine which marketing tactics
would work for them.
• Assess Tailwise’s legacy and current marketing so we
knew what to ditch and what to do more of.
• Develop a Marketing Improvement plan which put
in place immediate and medium term fixes and
improvements, which included developing our front
end website in only two weeks, while simultaneously
creating a ‘soft’ launch campaign, choosing and
setting up a CRM system, bringing in and managing
a team of freelance marketing specialists, and
recruiting key team members.
• Successfully launch Tailwise.
• Put the foundations in place to create the Marketing
Department that Tailwise needs to successfully grow.
Throughout it all, Kara made me feel comfortable
– like she had my back.
Kara’s work has had a very positive impact on Tailwise.

In the seven months Kara worked with me, she:
• Ensured our marketing was solidly planned and
helped me understand the marketing basics and
what was required.
• Put in place core marketing foundations such as the
website, a CRM, Brand Guidelines.
• Delivered a launch plan with marketing material, such
as webinars, automated e-shots, social media memes
and content, to our first target group.
• Delivered a series of campaigns to core client groups
to help us gain traction.
• Established a rough CAC, which later data proved to
be pretty accurate for a calculation she’d made based
on very rough and incomplete data.
• Encouraged and enabled greater cohesion between
the marketing and product functions.
• Brought in and managed a team of marketing
professionals such as a temporary marketing
manager, web designer, PR agency, to help deliver
the Marketing Plan.
• Advised me on the recruitment and development
of the people that now form the Tailwise Marketing
Team.
Following the work with Kara, I feel positive about our
marketing and like we have a base.
What I really valued about working with Kara was that
as a single founder, she was someone I could trust with
experience who was not going to bullshit me. I would
be very happy to recommend Kara and to help her
at anytime.”

What I really valued about
working with Kara was
that as a single founder, she
was someone I could trust
with experience who was not
going to bullshit me.
SAM WORTHY, CEO AND FOUNDER
TAILWISE

Simon Jay, Managing Director
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BUTSER

ANCIENT FARM

Service: Strategic Marketing Workshop Facilitation

Butser Ancient Farm
“Our marketing was unfocused, we were prioritising short term
marketing activities and we were slowly eroding our unique
brand position. We were losing ownership over the image
and public perception of the Farm.”

“We’d begun as a serious, experimental site for archaeology but,
over time, we’d made decisions that meant we often appeared
as a glorified adventure playground. Some of these decisions
had been made to bring income in – and we were nervous
about reversing them and losing that income.
We also have a large and passionate team. Within this, people
have different marketing responsibilities, whether that’s
the website or marketing to teachers or the general public.
It meant our marketing ran off in lots of different directions,
pursuing different ideas.
Ultimately, we wanted to see an increase in numbers visiting
the farm, but not at the expense of the brand.
We wanted people to visit understanding what we were about
and what they would get from us, so they left happy and
satisfied.
Our approach to marketing needed to change – but how?
Kara was recommended to us because my wife, a partner in
the law firm Shentons Mediators and Solicitors, had used Kara.
She spoke so enthusiastically about the impact Kara’s work
was having on the firm, I thought, ‘This is someone we could
really benefit from getting on board’.

485%

increas
e in
visitor
numbe
rs

Kara understood us immediately. She’d done really good
research, understood what we were about and was friendly
from the outset. I felt straight away she would become part
of the team and was invested in us.
We’re a farm in the middle of nowhere. Our team are made
up of people from archaeological, academic and farming
backgrounds. We’re not marketing specialists.
Someone bursting in with ego and a big corporate swagger
would have put us off. But Kara seemed to understand all of
this without me ever having expressed it.
Over a series of workshops, Kara analysed our approach to
marketing and all the related activities. She then helped us
create a clarity of purpose and a marketing plan to achieve
our goals. One of the results has been a 485% increase in
visitor numbers from one target group in one month alone
– as well as income increasing from other segments.
Kara has always been jargon free and immediately accessible.
She created a relationship from the beginning and gained
our trust. I felt she had really considered her approach, how
to focus our minds on how we could change, but without
alienating us.”

Kara has always been jargon free
and immediately accessible. She
created a relationship from the
beginning and gained our trust. I
felt she had really considered her
approach, how to focus our minds
on how we could change, but
without alienating us.”
SIMON JAY, MANAGING DIRECTOR
BUTSER ANCIENT FARM

Richard Sambrook-Smith, Managing Director

CASE STUDY

Service: Strategic Marketing Consultancy

Novatia
“Kara worked with Novatia for over three years as our Strategic Marketer.”
“In this time with us, she:
• Moved us from a product orientation to a
market-place orientation, identifying and putting
our client segments at the heart of our marketing.
• Developed our brand positioning as experts
in ICT in UK Education, with marketing that
reinforced this position.
• Created and implemented Marketing Plans
with campaigns that were specifically aimed at
each segment, to reinforce our positioning in
that segment.
• Managed key marketing projects such as: a brand
refresh, website update, relaunching our flagship
product, setting up marketing processes and
automation.
• Working with our part-time Marketing Manager
to improve existing marketing collateral, such as
social media, blog posts, product sheets.

• Introducing different yet relevant marketing
tactics, such as live webinars, LinkedIn articles,
and automated e-shots directing people to
marketing collateral.
• Advising on and shaping the way that we take
the leads marketing produces and manage them
through the sales funnel.
Kara left us with a Marketing Department that has
strategic direction and a template for creating and
setting ongoing marketing activity. This reinforces
our expert position, brings prospects into our funnel,
and keeps us at front of mind of those already in our
network.
We now have a marketing process that delivers brand
consistency at pace.”

Kara left us with a
Marketing Department
that has strategic direction and
a template for creating and
setting ongoing
marketing activity.
RICHARD SAMBROOK- SMITH, MANAGING DIRECTOR
NOVATIA

Joanna Gaudoin, Managing Director
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Service: Strategic Marketing Consultancy

Inside Out Image
“Inside Out Image is a successful business but my marketing approach relied on
time-intensive personal marketing and sales tactics – this had to change. A lot of
my clients came from networking, referrals or having heard me speak. I wanted
new ways to find clients but I wanted a strategy and structure to this process.”

“I also felt I was trying to do too much.
I was continually reading new marketing
theories, seeking different advice from
different people. I was trying to do
everything, and it felt chaotic. I needed
someone to come in and rationalise
how much time I needed to spend on
new methods to find clients, and to
both reassure and challenge my ideas
on how to do this.
I was unsure whether I needed a
business coach, a mentor, or someone
from marketing. I felt a bit burned by
previous collaborations. After an initial
phone conversation with Kara, she
immediately came back with ideas that
made me think, ‘This is someone who
just gets my business and what I need.’
Kara felt like a real partner straight
away, someone invested in helping me;
which is exactly what she turned out to
be. She was different; she focused me
immediately on key issues in areas of
the business that I wanted to target.
She respected my wish to focus on
certain areas but was also very clear
from the outset on the best process
for me going forwards.

Together, we took this approach:
Initially, we focused on the strategic
marketing fundamentals of who the
business should be targeting and how.
Then, Kara took my messaging, looking
surgically at what we should be using
and where we should be using it.
We then reviewed Inside Out Image’s
existing marketing; I won’t ever forget
it as I was sending out 36 tweets a day,
and she was just horrified - I had all
sorts of stuff going out.
Following this Review, Kara
recommended a prioritised plan
of immediate improvements.
These improvements included putting
in place some of the fundamental
marketing building blocks; categorising
my client testimonies, tightening core
pages on the website and devising
a clear, structured strategy for
moving forwards.
We made these improvements then
Kara created a structured Marketing Plan,
focusing on how to bring in new clients
without relying on networking and
speaking engagements.

The results have been more clients
through online activities as well as
improving the conversion rate of
enquiries to sales.
I chose Kara because I got the ideal
balance of creativity coupled with a clear,
structured approach. She massively
rationalised the entire process. Even
from the initial stage our work was
clear, structured and focused.
I asked Kara to stay on in Inside
Out Image and provide support as
I implemented the Marketing Plan.
Kara has helped me produce a range
of marketing material, massively tighten
up my copy and hugely improve the
consistency of language and messaging
in all my material.
I now have a Marketing Plan that is
set every few weeks, clearly outlining
what needs to be done and when – and
I know exactly why we are doing each
activity, how to do it and what results to
measure and expect.”

Kara felt like a real
partner straight away,
someone invested in helping
me; which is exactly what
she turned out to be. She
was different; she focused
me immediately on key issues
in areas of the business that
I wanted to target.
JOANNA GAUDOIN, MANAGING DIRECTOR
INSIDE OUT IMAGE

Rina Goldenberg Lynch, Founder and CEO

CASE STUDY

Service: Strategic Marketing Consultancy

Voice At The Table
“As the CEO of a Diversity and Inclusion Consultancy, BK (before Kara),
the business’s marketing was developed by me, based on hunches,
limited experience and a bachelor’s marketing degree (yes I have one!).”

“We had a range of marketing tactics, some of which
worked, some of which didn’t, but I never had the time
to objectively step back and see the bigger marketing
picture.
Kara worked with us through a structured, phased
approach, making us clearly articulate key strategic
marketing fundamentals, such as:
• Our desired market position and where we want
to get to.
• Which segments in our markets we are best
positioned to serve.
• Our Product Matrix.
I really valued Kara’s ability to clearly understand our
business and what we’re trying to achieve (even more
so than myself!).
By the end of her time working with us, we had in place:
• A Summary Strategic Marketing Plan which clearly
lays out where we want to get to and the strategy for
getting there.

• Detailed Segment Profile of our target segment,
including essential marketing messages.
• A Product Matrix which clearly lays out the services
we offer our clients and the price points for each.
• An assessment of how well our current marketing
tactics were working and thought-through ideas
for improvement.
• A six month Marketing Improvement Plan with
detailed actions to take.
• A six month Marketing Plan to implement, bringing
together core themes which reinforce our market
positioning and help our segments determine
whether or not to choose us.
AK (after Kara) it’s surprisingly easy to see how I’m
going to achieve what I set out to achieve. I can see
what marketing will work, what won’t work, and how
to adapt things that ‘kind of’ work.
Kara brought clarity to my business purpose,
clients and communication. I feel as if she took
my blindfolds off and I can now see exactly what
I need to do. Remarkable.”

AK (after Kara) it’s
surprisingly easy to see how
I’m going to achieve what
I set out to achieve. I can
see what marketing will
work, what won’t work,
and how to adapt things
that ‘kind of’ work.
RINA GOLDENBERG LYNCH, FOUNDER AND CEO
VOICE AT THE TABLE

You have made a huge
difference to us already
and we really do appreciate
your skills and talents. You
certainly made our team
think as well and you are
a real joy to work with.
STEVE CHAPMAN, MANAGING DIRECTOR
DRAGONFLY TRAINING

Kara’s approach was structured
and rigorous, and I appreciated
the patience with which she explored
the detail of my business, to isolate
the marketing priorities.
What was most valuable to me
was the way she was able to
prioritise the strategic areas
of work, and develop detailed
actions against the whole plan.
DR MIKE CLAYTON, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
ONLINE PM COURSES

We were in a mess…
Kara asked the right
questions, giving us clarity…
she then provided a sensible
plan for moving forward.
MARTIN AYRTON , MANAGING DIRECTOR
FTP CONCEPTS

As engineers we recognised
marketing was something
we had to do but had no
idea of where to begin…
fortunately in Kara we
found a consultant who
spent time listening to
us and understanding our
business and then worked
with us, at a pace we
were comfortable with,
to develop a Marketing
Strategy and Plan we
could all buy into.
MARK HAZELL , MANAGING DIRECTOR
OPUS OIL AND GAS

Let’s discuss how to remove your
marketing frustrations and replace
them with focus, clarity, and results.
Leave me a message to arrange an
initial conversation:
Call: 0118 328 2249
Email: Kara@kmsmarketing.co.uk

kmsmarketing.co.uk

